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Abstract

The French surgeon Rene Jacques Croissant de Garengeot first described the presence of an appendix in a femoral hernia sac in 1731. We present the case of a 75-year-old lady with an incarcerated right femoral hernia which contained an appendix vermiformis. The treatment of choice of this rare disease entity is emergency surgery with simultaneous appendicectomy and repair of the femoral hernia. Suture repair or mesh repair can be used, the choice of which depends on surgeon preference, the age of the patient and the intra-operative findings (size of the hernia and the macroscopic appearance of the appendix).
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Introduction

The presence of the vermiform appendix in a femoral hernia sac was first described by Rene Jacques Croissant de Garengeot in 1731 and has become known as de Garengeot’s hernia [1]. It is an incidental finding occurring in 0.9% of femoral hernia repairs [2]. An inflamed appendix is an even rarer finding, with an incidence of 0.08-0.13% [3].

De Garengeot’s hernia is a very rare clinical presentation. It is more common in females than in males, but this probably reflects the increased incidence of femoral hernias in female patients [3].

Pre-operative diagnosis of de Garengeot’s hernia is difficult and when present, it requires emergency surgery.

We report a case of incarcerated femoral hernia occurring in a 75-year-old lady with a non-inflamed appendix contained within the hernia sac.

Case Report

A 75-year-old lady was admitted via the emergency department with a 5-month history of right groin swelling that had become painful in the 24 h prior to admission. There was no associated abdominal distension, no vomiting, no constipation, no fever, no anorexia and no systemic upset.

The patient had a background medical history of bronchiectasis, and her only surgical history was a vaginal hysterectomy performed 4 years prior to presentation.

Of note, the patient had recently attended her GP regarding the groin lump and an ultrasound of her right inguinal region had been performed (Fig. 1). She was awaiting review at surgical clinic. The patient did admit to significant weight loss in the 6 months leading up to admission.

On examination, the patient appeared clinically well, although there was evidence of recent weight loss. Admission observations were unremarkable; in particular, there was no tachycardia and the patient was apyrexic.

Abdominal examination revealed no surgical scars and no abdominal distension. There was a 3 cm in diameter hard lump in the right groin, which was tender, irreducible with a negative cough impulse and no overlying skin changes. Percussion demonstrated a resonant abdomen and auscultation demonstrated normal bowel sounds.

Admission bloods were notable only for an acute kidney injury with a slightly elevated urea but normal inflammatory markers. Plain film of the abdomen was also unremarkable. A diagnosis of femoral hernia was made and the patient was fasted for theater with intravenous fluids administered to correct the acute kidney injury pre-operatively.

A low Lockwood approach was favored and a right groin incision was made. An irreducible right femoral hernia

Figure 1. Ultrasound scan of the right inguinal region demonstrating a femoral hernia, evidenced by small bowel loops and fluid within the right femoral canal.
was closed with interrupted absorbable sutures. A McVay hernioplasty using a 1 Ethibond suture was performed. Local anesthetic was administered and the skin was closed with interrupted absorbable sutures.

Post-operatively, the patient had no surgical complications; however, she developed a chest infection and she was discharged home on day 6.

Histopathology confirmed a non-inflamed appendix with an incidental finding of a “sessile serrated lesion without conventional dysplasia”; however, all margins were clear.

**Discussion**

Rene Jacques Croissant de Garengeot first described the presence of the vermiform appendix in a femoral hernia sac in 1731 [1]. De Garengeot’s hernia is a rare entity, and is seen more frequently in females than in males, by a ratio of 3:1.

The incidence of this disease is estimated to be 0.9% during femoral hernia repairs [4] and the mean age of patients with this condition is 55 years [5].

Many theories have been suggested for the pathogenesis of de Garengeot’s hernia. The most widely accepted is the congenital theory, where pelvic localization of the appendix and a rigid femoral ring predispose to its development [6]. The evolution of inflammation in the appendix is thought to be secondary to the engagement of the appendix in the hernia sac.

Although there are occasional cases diagnosed pre-operatively, typically the appendix is found incidentally during repair without any pre-operative signs or symptoms as in the case presented [7].

The clinical picture of this condition is one of incarcerated femoral hernia and includes vague abdominal pain and tenderness and an erythematous groin lump. The signs of appendicitis are overshadowed by a tight femoral hernia neck and pelvic rigidity; this anatomical feature prevents the spread of inflammation to the peritoneal cavity [8].

Plain film of the abdomen does not aid in the diagnosis of de Garengeot’s hernia. The condition is usually diagnosed intra-operatively as in this study; however, computed tomography (CT) and ultrasound have been successfully used for pre-operative evaluation. CT has been reported to have 98% specificity and sensitivity for confirming or excluding appendicitis in Garengeot’s hernia [9].

The treatment of choice for de Garengeot’s hernia is emergency surgery, with simultaneous appendicectomy through the hernia incision and primary hernia repair [1]. A low Lockwood approach, as performed in this case provides adequate exposure for both the femoral canal exploration and intra-abdominal access; however, alternative approaches, such as Cooper’s ligament repair and a pre-peritoneal approach have been described in the literature [10].

Once the appendicectomy has been performed, the surgeon must decide how best to fix the femoral hernia. A prosthetic mesh should be avoided in a contaminated field due to the obvious risk of infection but a few reports have described mesh repair even in the presence of an inflamed appendix with no post-operative infection [11].

The risk versus benefit of mesh repair must be considered especially in cases with large hernia defects to reduce the risk of hernia recurrence; however, if the appendix has perforated, the use of mesh for repair of the hernia defect is contraindicated.

Recent studies have supported prosthetic mesh repair, as there is less recurrence of the hernia and no increased rate of wound infection but only in the absence of appendiceal perforation or abscess formation. In the presence of perforation or abscess, the femoral hernia is repaired with non-absorbable sutures and the increased risk of hernia recurrence is accepted [6].

The most common complication of de Garengeot’s hernia repair is wound infection with a rate reaching 29%. Some cases of necrotizing fasciitis and even death have been reported but these are most likely related to the delay in diagnosis and the older age and other co-morbidities of these patients [6].

**Conclusion**

Although the incidence of de Garengeot’s hernia is extremely low, its possibility must be considered in cases of femoral hernia and systemic signs of inflammation given the lack of abdominal signs of appendicitis as this is a serious and potentially lethal complication and always requires emergency surgery.

CT can be useful in the diagnosis of de Garengeot’s hernia in the absence of clinical signs of appendicitis but this should not cause any delay in the surgical management of this condition.

Early clinical diagnosis and surgical intervention are the best way to reduce the potential complications of this condition. Appendicectomy with mesh-free hernia repair is an acceptable treatment for de Garengeot’s hernia but in cases of large hernia defects or in older patients, mesh repair of the hernia can be considered but only in the absence of perforation.
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